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Abstract. A ridge linking algorithm and its application to plant root
images is presented. The idea is an improvement of an edge linking algo-
rithm where we explore local directional information. The experimental
results show that we obtain good connections between ridge segments
which tends to maintain the connectivity of structures like plant roots.
Keywords: Ridge linking, edge linking, ridge detection, image
segmentation.
1 Introduction
Ridge detection, as well as edge detection, is a fundamental problem in image
processing and computer vision. The detection rnust have a good quality in
order to extract useful information. Ridge or edge detectors often provide non-
contiguous ridgesjedges, i.e., maps with many discontinuities and, therefore,
without desired connected contours. ln order to deal with this problem and to
form connected ridgesjedges, a linking step must be done.
Edge linking has been studied for many years being very elose to ridge linking.
A known algorithm is SEL (Sequential Edge Linking), proposed in 1985 by Eichel
and Delp [3,4]. It is a sequential search algorithm for edge detection and linking
that uses a random field and a random Markov chain to model the problem.
lt has been improved later by using basically the same model but adding a
multiresolution idea [2]. Because of the model used, many parameters must b(~
set to obtain acceptable results.
ln [8], a two-steps algorithm was proposed. It uses distance, direction and
magnitude information of edge segments to build a weighting system to link thr-
edges. Other algorithms are based on direction, local information around endinu
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points and function cost minimization [6,7,13]. The algorithm proposed in [13]
makes some improvements to these methods related to the measurement of the
edge direction and the distance used in the cost function for edge linking. The
measurement of the edge direction is more precise, incorporating all possible di-
rections between 0° and 360° degrees. The geodesic distance is used to measure
the proximity between two ending points, in order to use the intensity infor-
mation. We propose other improvements in this algorithm related to the edge
direction and the mask used during the processo We show that the quality of
the linked edges can be improved using an adaptive mask related to the local
main direction around an ending point. This adaptive mask avoids unnecessary
connections between ending points. Besides, it also avoids connections that are
out of the global and local directional contexts of the image.
ln the literature, other edge linking methods can be found using concepts
of mathematical morphology and connectionist models [11,1], combining local
and global measures for edge point linking [9,10]. Finally, associated with the
edge linking issue, edge grouping methods can also be found [12]. However, edge
grouping aims to detect salient structures and boundaries, rather than improving
the edge detection by connecting short edges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as folIows. ln Section 2, we describe
the concepts and techniques used in the proposed method. ln Section 3, we show
some experimental results. The conclusions in Section 4 synthesize the results of
the paper and depict possible future works.
2 Methodology
The linking process of the proposed method is based on the folIowing general
steps: (1) find the ending points ofthe ridge/edge map, (2) select the appropriate
candidate linking points for each ending point using an adaptive directional mask
and (3) select the linking point using information of ridge direction and geodesic
distance.
ln our approach the ridges of the images are calculated combining the Canny
edge detector applied directly to the original image (we do not use the gradient
image) and a surround suppression proposed by [5].
This section describes the adaptive directional mask approach (the main mod-
ification over the existing methods) used by the proposed algorithm along with
a review of the concepts used from the existing edge linking algorithms.
2.1 Adaptive Directional Mask
Among the existing linking approaches that use neighborhood information, the
common used masks have fixed shapes and sizes given by the user. The direc-
tionallocal information is used only when deciding which candidate linking point
should be connected with an ending point. We propose an additional strategy to
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explore this information to suppress some of the candidates. We use an orienta-
tion histogram to adapt a rectangular or a conical mask (shape and size chosen
by the user) with the local directional context of the image.
Figure 1 illustrates this processo One particular ending point is being analyzed
(red one) during the processo In Figure l(a) a rectangular mask is represented
in gray and the candidate linking points in black. Figure 1(b) presents the ridge
map for the analyzed window. In order to find the local main direction, a ridge
orientation histogram is calculated for this window. The orientation with the
highest frequency is chosen to be the orientation of the mask. In this particular
case, the diagonal orientation was chosen. Figure l(c) presents the rotated mask
and Figure l(d) the final candidate linking points.
•• ••
-
(a) Linking can-
didates.
(c) Rotated
mask.
(b) Edges win-
dow.
I
•••
(d) Final linking
candidates.
Fig. 1. Example of the mask rotation depending on local directional histogram
In a particular case that, for instance, two orientations have (almost) thc
same frequency in the histogram, the mask is rotated in both directions and ali
the candidate linking points in both cases are chosen. The orientations taken
into account in the histogram depend on the edge detecto r used. The samo
orientations given by the detector will be used for the histogram. .
In the following, we explain how to choose the point among the candidates' to
be connected to the ending point.
2.2 Ridge Direction and Geodesic Distance
After the suppression step, the remaining candidates are analyzed using tlj('
ridgejedge direction approach and geodesic distance proposed in [13].
Figure 2 illustrates the ridgejedge direction calculation. There is a portiou
of ridgejedge (ones), the ridge'sjedge's end point P; (gray square) and somo
candidates to the continuation of the ridgejedge (two isolated points at th«
border). For the ending point Pe all the ridgejedge points connected to it ar.-
---->
used to fit a line l. The vector d c represents the direction from the centroid
of these points P; (gray circle) to Ps, Between the two possible directions of
----> ---->
l, the one closest to d c is chosen as the ridgejedge direction of Pe, i.e., di.
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Fig. 2. Edge direction calculation by [13]
This approach has the advantage that all the orientations from 0° to 3600 are
possible, rather than a discrete number of orientations.
The geodesic distance also proposed by [13] is used by our algorithm. The dis-
tance, D 9 (pi, Pj), between two pixels Pi and Pj of an image I is defined as the min-
imum path between these two pixels. Let us consider a path P = {Pl,p2,' .. ,Pn},
where Pi and Pi+l are connected neighbors and i E {I, 2, ... ,n - I}. The length
óf P is
n-l
l(P) =L dN(pi,Pi+d·
i=l
(1)
Thus, particular geodesic distances can be derived depending on the neighbors
connection and the distance between neighbors. ln this work, pixels are eight
connected and dN(Pi,Pi+l) = II(Pi) - I(Pi+l)l. Using the geodesic distance, we
are able to consider the information of the intensities of the pixels, rather than
just their coordinates as when using the Euclidean distance.
For the evaluation of the candidate linking points, the following cost function
is used:
1
H(Pe, Pc) = D (P P)· 8(P P)'9 e, c e, c
(2)
where Dg(Pe, Pc) is the geodesic distance between P; and P; and 8(Pe, Pc) is
--+
the angle between dI and the actual direction if we link directly Pe and Pc.
Figure 3 illustrates the 8(Pe, Pc) termo
Fig. 3. 8(Pe, Pc) term of Equation 2
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The Pseudocode 1.1 resumes the proposed algorithm.
Pseudocode 1. Proposed ridge linking algorithm.
Ir ~
Find alI the ending points in the ridge map
For each ending point do
Find the candidate linking points inside the window (
rectangular or conical with the size chosen by the use r )
4 Calculate the orientation histogram of the window and find the
orientation with the highest frequency
5 Rotate the mask according to the orientation in the previous
step
6 Suppress the candidate linking points outside the mask after
rotation
Calculate H(P.,Pc) for each candidate point
8 If there are any ending points
Find the one with the largest H(P.,Pc) and link p. with this
ending point
10 End
11 End
~
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Fig.4. From left to right and top to bottom: first row shows an original plant root
image and the final linked ridge map superposed to it; second and third rows show,
each one, a selected area from ridge map, linking result by [13) and linking result by
our method.
---- -- --- -_ .. - - ----~--~- - ----- - - - -- ---
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3 Experiments
ln this section we show some experiments using the proposed algorithm in plant
root images. The original edge linking algorithm proposed by [13J was also ap-
plied to these images. However, we use the ridges instead of the edges.
First of all, in order to show the improvement related to the rotation of the
mask and the directional context of the image, we present, in Figures 4 and 5,
the application of our method on real images of plant roots. The first row shows
the original image and the finallinked ridge map superposed to it respectively.
The second and third rows are organized, from left to right, as: selected area
from the ridge map, linking result by [13J and linking result by our method.
This kind of structure is well characterized by its directions and we can notice
that our results are more connected, smoother and retain more the directional
context of the structures in the image. Figure 6 presents one more example.
Besides, in order to confirm the improvements of the new algorithm, we ap-
plied it to 10 real plant root images, which are ground-truthed by an expert,
and we calculated the True Positive Rate (TPR) and the False Positive Rate
(FPR) in each case and for the original ridge map. The mean values are shown
Fig. 5. From left to right and top to bottom: first row shows an original plant root
image and the final linked ridge map superposed to it; second and third rows show,
each one, a selected area from ridge map, linking result by [13] and linking result by
our method
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Fig. 6. From left to right and top to bottom: first row shows an original plant root
image and the finallinked ridge map superposed to it; second row show the ridge rnap
and the linking result by the proposed method
Table 1. Mean values of TPR and FPR after the application of both algorithms to 10
real plant root images
I
Measures
Classification rates Ridge maplOriginal algorithmlProposed algorithm
TPR 0.67
0.086 0.09FPR 0.072
0.71 0.77
in Table 1. One can see that our algorithm has a good improvement of TPR with
an acceptable low increasing of the FPR. The average number of false positives
is high because of the kind of image we are using. Some improvements must bc
done to the ridge detector to decrease the false alarms.
4 Conclusions
We presented a new ridge linking algorithm derived from methods of edge link-
ing already existing in the literature. Our approach aims to make a more preciso
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decision to connect ridge segments using an adaptive directional mask. Results
showed that our algorithm leads to good connections which tends to maintain the
good continuation of structures like plant roots. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no linking method in the literature with this characteristic. Specific ap-
plications, mainly those that deal with structures characterized by its directions,
can take advantages of our technique. This approach can help in the segmenta-
tion of thin and ramified structures. We also applied this technique in common
images using the edges and we obtained good results.
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